“Valentine Velvet”
Finished Size 50"x65"
Heart Blocks
1.

Cut a 7¼"x 8½" rectangle of template plastic. Center over large flowers on both the light
green and dark purple floral prints. Trace around rectangle and cut on the line drawn.
You will need 6 from each color (12 total).

2.

Cut the following from both the dark green large floral and the small lavender floral
print:
2 - 4½" x 44" strips - subcut into 12 - 4½" squares
2 - 1¾" x 44" strips - subcut into 6 - 1¾" x 8½" rectangles
12 - 1¾" squares
6 - 3¼" squares

3.

Press each 1¾" square (24 total) in half diagonally with wrong sides together.
Pin lavender triangles to upper corners of 7¼"x 8½" purple rectangles having
raw edges even. Pin dark green triangles to upper corners of light green 7¼"x
8½" rectangles having raw edges even. Baste.

4.

Form prairie points by pressing each 3¼" square of dark green or lavender
fabric in half diagonally, wrong sides together. Press in half again diagonally.
(12 total) Center and pin prairie point to top edge of block. Green prairie
points to light green rectangle, lavender prairie points to dark purple rectangle.

5.

Lay matching dark green or lavender 1¾" x 8½" rectangle on top edge of block
right sides together over the triangles and prairie point. Sew a ¼" seam. Turn
up. Press.

6.

On wrong side of each dark green or lavender 4½" square draw a diagonal line.
Lay one square on lower left side of floral rectangle right sides together making
sure drawn line meets center of floral block on bottom edge.

7.

Stitch on drawn line. Press toward corner of block. Trim corner off block carefully using
your ruler and rotary cutter. Lay ¼" line of ruler on seam just sewn and trim leaving an
accurate ¼" seam allowance. Leave trimmed corners right sides together and sew ¼"
seam on long edge. Press. Repeat with matching square on bottom right side of block.
Save all pieced triangles for border. Make 6 green and 6 purple heart blocks.
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